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A bstract 

Six professional usability testing teams conducted a usability test on  an early 

prototype of an open dialogue box for Windows appIications- Altogether, they 

identified 36 unique usability problerns. No problems were detected by al1 six teams, 2 

were found by five teams, 4 by four teams, 7 by three teams, 7 by two teams, and 18 

problems were identified by one team only. In terms of the rnean number of teams 

detecting a problern, there was more agreement among teams in this study compared to 

an earlier smdy and there was more agreement among the teams on severe vs. minor 

problems, Implications for the cooperation between usability testers and their clients are 

discussed- 
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On the ReIiability of Usability Testing 

In the Human Cornputer Interaction comrnunity, usability testing is ofien viewed 

as the queen of usability evaluation methods. In many studies that compare usabiIity 

evaluation methods, usability test results have served as benchmarks to compare the 

effectiveness andfor efficiency of alternative methods (e-g., John & Marks, 1997; for a 

critical review see Gray & Salzrnan, 1998). In the corporate worId, many cornpanies 

rely on usability testing as an integral pan  of the user-centred design process. While it 

bas ofien been assumed that usability testing can be invaluable during the design 

process, there is littie research about its reliability. 

Nielsen (1993) viewed reliabiIity in terrns of how many test participants are 

needed in a usability test to achieve accurate and stable results. Naturally, the more 

users who take part in a usabitity test, the Iarger the number of problems identified. In 

formative usability testing, tliat is usability testing that plays a role in early stages of the 

product deveiopment, accuracy and stability of measures may not be the ultimate goal. 

Often, the main objective is to find problems users encounrer whiIe perfoming tasks 

with a proposed design. According to Nielsen and Landauer (I993), there is a 

diminishing retum on investment of having more users participate in a usability test 

with regards to the proportion of detected problems. In the real world context, budget 

constraints and the requirement for short mrn-around cimes Iimit the number of test 

participants. I t  makes more sense to invest in several smaller usability tests in different 

iterations than to invest in one usability test with many users (e.g., Nielsen, 1993). 
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While Nielsen and Landauer (1993) examined the outcome of usability testing as 

a function of the number of test participants, Jacobsen, Hertzurn, and John (1998) 

analysed the effect of the nurnber of evaluators analysing identical video tapes of a 

usability test and found a substantial evaluator effect to be a threat to the reliability of 

usability testing. Only 20 % of the usability problems were found by al1 four evaluators' 

13 5% were found by ùiree evaluators, 20 % by two evaluators, and 46 % by a single 

evaluator. In a real worid setting, the effect of the usability evaluation personne1 couId 

be even higher because they do not evaluate identical video tapes as in this highly 

controlled lab study . They also create the test plan, interact with the test participants 

during the testing sessions, interpret the results, and compile the report of the findings, 

thereby introducing further possible sources for outcorne variability. 

In two studies, Molich et al- (1998, 1999) chose a more "naturalistic" approach 

than that used by Jacobsen et al. (1 998) to examine usability testing- SeveraI existing 

usability tearns perforrned a usability test on the same product. In both studies, the 

overlap of detected problems was very srnaII. In the first study (Molich et al., 1998), 

four teams reported 141 usability problems altogether. Only 1 of the problems was 

found by a11 four teams, 1 problem was detected by three teams, and 1 1  problems were 

reported by two teams, while the other 128 problems were discovered by onIy one 

team. The second study (Molich, 1999; Molich & Kindlund, 2000; Molich et al., 1999) 

was no less devastating: Of the total of 300 problerns the nine teams detected, none was 

detected by al1 nine teams or even eight teams. One problem was detected by seven 

teams, 1 by six, 4 by five, 4 by four, 15 by three, and 49 by two tearns. The majority 

of the problems (228, Le. 75%) was detected by a single team. 
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It does not come as a surprise that these results caused concern in the usability 

community . While the Molich results do noe suggest that usability testing is not worth 

doing - many usability problems were identified in both studies - it would have been 

more comforting if the usability teams had identified the same problems. Reproducible 

results are a necessary property of a mature methodology. 

Molich's studies were not designed to assess the reliability of usability testing 

The main goals were to "provide a survey of the state-of-the art within professional 

usability testing", to "set a benchmark against which other usability Iabs can measure 

their usability testing skills", to "show participating usability labs their strengdis and 

weaknesses" (Molich ec al., 1999, p. 83), and "to show different approaches to the 

usability testing task" (Molich et al., 1999, p. 84). Molich et al. (1998, 1999) were 

more interested in comparing what the testing teams did and how they reported it than 

in testing results and their overlap. The design of the studies was not optimized for the 

assessment of the reliability of usability testing. Therefore, the shortcomings addressed 

below are shortcomings only with regards to tIie reliability issue. 

For the present study, a reliability concept similar to the one in Molich et al. 

(1998, 1999) was adopted. Multiple usabiIity testers performed a usability test on the 

sarne product. This concept differs from the reliability concepts used in psychometrics 

where the reliability of an instrument is assessed by testing the same set of participants 

with the  same instmment multiple times (test-retest reliability) or the same set of 

participants is tested witb multiple equivalent versions of the instrument (paralle1 test 

reliability). While it would be possibie to have multiple teams do a usability test using 

the same test tasks, metrics, and usabiiity goals for the sake of a study , the information 
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gathered would not represent real practices accurately. In practice, the test team tailors 

a set of test tasks, rnetrics, and usability goals individually to the product to be tested; 

and establishes the objectives of the test. The test tearn also decides on the background 

and number of participants, recruits them, carries out the testing, and analyses and 

reports the data. The testing itself is often more sirnilar to a cIinica1 interview, in the 

sense that there can be extensive interaction between the tester and the test participant, 

than to filiing out a psychometric test questionnaire. Al1 these decisions and processes 

potentially introduce additional variance, which must be taken into account if the 

reliability of real world usability testing is to be assessed. 

Shortcanzings of Previous Scudies 

Molich et  al, (1999) identified three major shortcomings of the earIier study 

(Molich et al., 1998). FirstIy, the product to be tested was a four-year-old Windows 

program that was well developed. Second, the testing tearns couldn't communicate with 

the deveIopment team at alI. This is unusual when a real usability test is perfonned. 

Third, "the teams ... were not given a high level task set to focus on. Consequently, 

they al1 tested different parts of the user interface-" (Molich et al., 1999, p. 84). 

AIthough efforts were made to address these shortcomings in the second study, 

there remain potential problems with the second study that might have caused the lack 

of overlap in the findings of the testing teams. The tested product in the second study . a 

web-based email service, was in the market for years before it was tested. Potentially , 

the more obvious, major usability flaws had been fixed, and only minor and Iess 

obvious flaws were left. With usability testing, major usability flaws are much more 
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likely to be found than Iess severe flaws (e-g-, Virzi, 1992). Cosmetic probIems are 

harder to find than glaring usability catastrophes and there wiIi be less agreement on 

them. Following user cenued design principles, usability testing is done in early stages 

of the product development cycle (e.g,, Nielsen, 1993; Rubin, 1994). The Molich et al. 

(1999) data can't really be used to draw concIusions about formative usabiIity testing 

but rather about summative usability testing where the purpose is providing data about 

the usability of a finished product- Summative usabiIity testing, rather than formative 

usability testing, calls for a modified method (Bevan, 1998)- 

In Molich et al. (1999), the Iist of requests for information from the 

development tearn included specific issues, but there were 29 of them and the product 

had many features. Therefore, as in the first study, not every team tested the same 

feanires due to Iack of time for testing everything requested . For exarnpIe, only five of 

nine usabiiity teams tested sending an email with attachment. If different parts of the 

product are tested, naturally the findings wili overlap less. Moreover, some of the 

issues listed in the scenario were not usability issues but usage or marketing issues. 

These usually wouldn't be addressed by usability testing but with other methods, for 

example, a user survey. Thus, the list of problems was infiated by issues that were not 

usabiIity related, for example, trust issues iike 'users are suspicious because the service 

is owned by Microsoft." Some usabiIity tearns rnight have feft it would be inappropriate 

to include this kind of non-usability information in tlieir repcrts. 

The user profile specified in the scenario ("anyone who would like the 

convenience of managing their ernail through a web browser") was very broad. While it 

is legitimate to have a broad target user group, the fact that some usability testing teams 
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tested novice users, some expert users, and some botii novice and expert users might be 

another reason for the lack of overlap in the problems identified- 

For establishing the list of al1 the different usability problems the teams found, 

Molich et al. (1999) used a debatabIe criterion to decide whether two reported problems 

were the same or not. If two problerns required the same fix, then they were treated as 

the same problem, This is problematic for two reasons. Fixes don't necessarily and 

unambiguously corne with the detection of a problem. In most cases, several solutions 

are imaginabIe. Second, several problems could be "fixedn by simpIy eliminating a 

whofe feature, although these probler~s could be of very different nature and of 

different severity. Furthemore, the classification of problems was done by only one 

rater so there was no safeguard against bias and no indication of the reliability of the 

classification in terms of inter rater agreement. The lack of overlap could be due to 

conservative classification (biased towards uniqueness) of the detected usability 

problems. The list of the 300 "unique" problems was inflated by listing very sirnilar 

problems as unique. For example, one problem was described as "Layout - Buttons: 

Clarify what should be a button, what a link and what sornething else, and change 

appearance accordingly" and another as "Layout - Buttons: Looks unprofessional that 

the application contains links in places where buttons should be used-" This would 

inflate the nurnber of probIems and tend to decrease the overlap. On the other hand 

there might be a tendency to under-report problems. It seems to be common practice 

arnong usability testers not to list every minor problem that was encountered. Only one 

of the nine teams in Molich et al. (1 999) reported every problem they found. This 

practice may have led to decreased commonality among the reports. 
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Furthermore, ti-iere were two student teams arnong the nine tearns of MoIich's 

second study. It is likely that usability testing benefits from experience, so it wouIdn't 

be surprising if the student teams found fewer problems than the professionals. Finally, 

one of the professional teams didn7t use usabiiity testing methods to evaIuate the 

product but a survey method, leading to decreased consmct validity. Their data, 

therefore, cannot be used to assess the reliability of usability testing. Previous research 

indicates that different problems are found with different mediods, suggesting a relative 

strength of usabiIity testing when it cornes to severe problems (e-g., Jeffries, Miller, 

Wharton, & Uyeda, 199 1 ; Karat, Campbell, & Fiegel, 1992). 

Purpose of the Presenr Si@: Ii7zproventents on Previous Studies 

The purpose of the present study was to address the issue of the reliability of 

professional formative usabiliw testing by determining the agreement of the testing 

teams both on the list of usabiIity problems found and on the questions raised by the 

design tearn. The agreement of the tearns on the Iist of usabiIity problems found was 

detemined separately for severe and minor usability problems. The approach taken was 

the sarne as in the Molich et al. (1998, 2999) studies. Several teams tested the same 

product. To avoid factors that could bias the results towards non-overlap in the findings 

of the testing teams, thus accounting for the emphasis on reIiability, the following 

modifications were made. 

To provide data about formative as opposed to summative usability testing, the 

product to be tested was a prototype early in the development cycle. The design team 

had a number of concerns with their design that had not undergone any prior usability 
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evaluation and hadn't benefited from customer feedback because it had not been in the 

market- 

To increase the probability that a11 teams test the same parts of the prototype, 

two steps were taken. First, the request of the design team was specific as to which 

features they needed data about and was not as extensive as the list in Molich et al. 

(1999). Second, the chosen prototype was a small part of an application as opposed to a 

whole application. 

The participants were al1 professional teams with experience in usability testing. 

Although differences in experience cannot be mled out, al1 teams did have substantial 

experience, 

Because the results of the testing needed to be compared, the testing teams were 

explicitly asked ro perform usability testing providing quantified, objective performance 

measures, subjective user ratings, user comments. and a severity rating from the testers 

for each problem detected. 

In anaIysing the results, more than one individual was used at each s e p  so that 

interrater reliability could be examined. This is described in the results section of this 

study . 
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Method 

Panic@unts 

The design team designed and built the protovpe and provided the request as to 

what should be tested. The testing teams designed the usabiIity tests and did the 

usability testing, chus providing the data to be analyzed in this research. The author and 

a university professor teaching usabiIi ty-related courses exuacted the usabii ity pro blems 

ffom the reports and grouped them. Finally, three independent usability experts, also 

university professors teaching usability courses, rated each probiem for severity. To 

qualiQ for participation, a testing team had to have experience in usability testing in a 

professional setting. The testing teams were recruited from the local high tech industry 

and among alumni of the CURE Lab. Initially, seven testing tearns agreed to 

participate. Six tearns handed in their reports before the deadline. There was no 

compensation for the participating teams. They covered a11 expenses themselves and 

were aware of the MoIich et ai- (1 999) study . 

Proroype 

The prototype tested by the testing teams was a novel open fiIes dialogue box 

for applications running under Microsofr Windows, and was provided by a large 

software Company. The dialogue box contained various new widgets and had the 

framework for a powerful search feature. The design was in a very early stage of 

development, existing only as a first iteration paper prototype at the time, and had not 

undegone any usability evaluation. The software prototype was built specifically for 
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this snidy on the basis of the previously existing paper prctoh/pe. It was functional in 

the relevant aspects. For example, because navigation was to be tested, the prototype 

displayed the actual files on the user's cornputer a s  opposed to a fixed, predetermined 

list, On the other hand, the advanced search feature was not to be tested, so it was not 

fully functional. The prototype contained known bugs that did not effect the testing. In 

iterative design processes, it is not unusual, and i s  even recommended, to test 

incomplete prototypes even if they contain known bugs so thar the testing can be done 

early in the design process (e-g., Lindgaard, 1994). 

Procedure 

The testing teams downloaded the instructions (see Appendix A) and the 

prototype with written documentation from a restricted-access website. In the 

instructions, the design team explicitly as ked for quantitative measures of performance, 

users' subjective ease of use ratings, user comments, and the testing tearns' severity 

ratings on a four-point scale (1 = cosmetic problem, 2 = minor usability problem, 3 = 

major usabilin/ problem, 4 = usability catastrophe ; suggested by, e.g., Nielsen, 1993, 

p. 103: Dumas Br Redish, 1999, p. 324; Rubin, 1994, p. 278). Other than that, the 

testing teams were asked to do the usability testing as closely as possible to their usual 

procedure and to use their usual format for the wrirten test report with the exception 

that the identity of the team shouldn't be apparent. The instructions also included a list 

of six research questions (shown in Appendix B) that the design team wanted to have 

addressed. Five of the questions asked whether users could find out how to use a 

certain feature. The remaining questisn asked about performance impediments due to a 
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non-conventional arrangement of widgets, Participating tearns were explicitfy told that 

the advanced search feature was not to be tested because it was considered a power user 

feature. The testing teams were asked to watch out for problems with the design that 

were not Iisted, 

The design team was available for clarifiing questions the testing teams had 

about the prototype and their task at any time between delivery of the prototype and 

handing in the report- However, the testing teams did not directly communicate with 

the design team. The testing teams were asked to send their questions by email to the 

author of the study, who passed them on to the design team, and forwarded answers to 

the testing team- This was done to log the questions and replies and to eliminate the 

need to contact the design team multiple times in case of duplicate questions. The 

questions and answers were not provided to the other tearns. The teams were asked not 

to communicate with other usabiIity professionals about the study to ensure that 

independent data were coIIected - 

In accordance with previous studies, the testing teams were asked to keep track 

of the resources they dedicated to the test (number of people involved and their roles, 

person hours, equipment), and the deviations from their usuai procedure to assess the 

extemal vaIidity of the study (see post test questionnaire, Appendix C). 

The people involved in the usabil ity testing signed a non-disclosure agreement 

that inevitably revealed the name of the Company that provided the prototype. 
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Crearing rlze Pm biem Master Lisr 

On the basis of the wt-itten reports of the usabiiity testing teams, a rnaster Iist of 

unique problems was created- In accordance wiih John and Mashyna (1997), the 

probIem tokens were not reduced to problern types or categories. This seems reasonable 

because "developers need to know the specific problem (e-g ,  a problem with an item in 

a particular menu) and not the general one (e.g ., " there are menu problems" . . .) " (Gray 

& Salzman, 1998, p. 242)- 

AI1 reams included summary tables of the problerns they found. However. most 

teams mentioned additional usability problems in other places in dieir reports. 

Collecrively, the teams listed a total of 102 problems in summary tables. In a first step 

of the data analysis, nvo evaluators independently decided for each of those problems 

whether it is a usability problem or  not. Issues that were not usability problems 

included prototype limitations or  bugs, user needs analysis problems , feature requests, 

and problems concerning the advanced search feature tiiat was not to be tested- The 

evaluators both excluded the same 21 problems. There was an initial disagreement on 

1 1 problems (10.8 %). The evaluators discussed the 1 I problems and came to an 

agreement on thern. Altogether, 3 1 of the 102 problems were excluded, resulting in a 

total of 71 remaining problems. Of the excluded problems, 14 were bugs o r  prototype 

limitations, 1 1 were feature requests or user needs analysis problems, and 6 were other 

miscellaneous non-usability problems. For a list of excluded problems see Appendix D. 

Most of the excluded problems came fïom the reports of Team C and Tearn D. None of 



the excIuded problems was detected by more than one team- For a breakdown of the 

number of problems Iisted and the number of excluded problems by teams see the first 

two rows of TabIe 1 where columns are tearns and the first two rows show the number 

of probtems included in the sumrnary table and the number of these problems excluded. 

Because this step was not taken by Molich et al. (1999), a cornpanson to their results 

was made with and witliout these non-usability problems. 

Table 1 

Nimber of Wsabiliq Problenzs Broken Doiun by Team 

Problems in Summary Table 8 14 39 12 19 1 O 

Problems ExcIuded 2 O 2 1 6 1 1 

Problerns Added O 3 O 12 O O 

Final Number of Problems 6 17 18 28 18 9 

In a second pass, both evaluators independently searched the reports for 

problems mentioned in places other than the summary Iist of problems. A breakdown of 

the number of aaded problerns and total nurnber of problems per team is presented in 

the last two rows of Table 1. Both evaluators independently suggested including the 

same 10 additional problems. After discussion, they agreed to inciude another 5 of 8 

suggested problerns. Altogether, 15 pmblems that were not mentioned in the team 
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report summary tables were added, most of them for Team D, resutting in a new total 

number of problems of 86. Most of the probiems that were added for Team D were 

described in the executive surnmary instead of the surnrnary table. 

Problern Grouping 

The original wordings of the problems in the Iist of the 86 problems were 

maintained. Therefore, this list included some problems that were essentially the sarne 

but had been put in different words by the individual tearns. For example, "There are 

four controls that look like they could represent Search functionality. .--" (Team B), 

"Search icon was repeated and closely copied in three places on the prototype." (Team 

D), and "Simple Search: There was confbsion with the selections on screen that are 

search related (Search button, saved searches icon, and advanced search icon) . " (Team 

F). Moreover, some tearns mentioned the same problem multiple times using different 

words . 

Bo th evaluators independen tl y grouped the prob lems into categories of problems 

that are essentially the sarne. The two evaiuators integrated their categorization and 

resoIved initia1 disagreement in consultation. There was high overail agreement among 

the evahators: 69 of 86 problems (80.2%) were categorized the same way by both 

evaluators independently. Seventeen problems were discussed and resolved. The 

resulting List of unique problem tokens included 36 unique usability problems (see 

Appendix E). For example, the above-mentioned search related problems were 

categorized as "Too rnany controIs looked like they could initiate search." Some tearns 
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mentioned essentially the same probIems multiple times using different words. In nine 

cases, this led to multiple entries for the same usability tearn in the sarne category. 

Overiap in fie Team' Findings 

In Table 2, the numbers of usability problems that were detected by a given 

number of teams are sumrnarised. Rows show the number of teams tl-iat found 

problems. The second and third columns are the number and percentage of problems 

fhat were identified as usability problems in this study. None of the 36 problems was 

detected by a11 six teams. Two probIems were found by five teams, 4 problems by four 

teams, 7 problems by three teams, 7 by two, and 16 problems (44.4%) were detected 

by only one team. The fourth and fifth columns of Table 2 show the frequency and 

percentage of QU problems, including the 3 1 non-usability problems, detected by six, 

five, four, three, two teams o r  one team. Because al1 3 1 non-usability problems were 

mentioned by only one team, the proportion of problems detected by a single tearn went 

up from 44.4 '35 to 70.1 70 (see the second row from the bottom) when the non-usability 

problems were included. 
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Table 2 

Number of Problems Detected by a Given Number of Teams in &his Study Inchding on& 

Usability Problems vs- all Problems, and in Molich (1999) 

This Study Mol ich ( 1999) 

Usability Problems A11 Problems AI1 Problems 

No. of Teams Count 5% Count % Count % 

- -  - 

Note. To make the results from MoIich (1999) comparable, the data from the two 
student teams and the team that used a survey method were excluded, Ieaving six 
teams in the data set. 

Is There More Overlap in the Dam of This Srudy Compared &O Molich er al. (1 999) ? 

To make the data from Molich's et al. (1999) study comparable to this snidy, 

the data from the two student teams and from the team that used a survey method for 

their evaluation were ignored, leavinp six teams in the data set. For this reanalysis. the 

raw data provided by MoIich (1999) were used. MoIich revealed which teams were 

student teams (R. Molich, persona1 ccïnrnunication, July 28, 1999). The number and 
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percentage of problems detected by a given number of tearns for the reanalysed Molich 

(1999) data are shown in the rïghtrnost columns of Table 2. 

These reanaIysed data were compared to the data of this snidy. One comparison 

was made using the 36 usability problems. A second comparison was made using a11 

problems including the 3 1 non-usability problems. 

The percentage of the 36 usabiiip problems detected by a single team (44.4%) 

was much lower in this study than in the reanalysed Molich (1999) data (78.3 %). 

Compared to the reanalysis of the Molich (1999) data, there was a shifi away from a 

srna11 number of teams detecting problems toward a higher number of teams detecting 

problems. The mean number of teams detecting a problem for the reanalysed Molich 

(1999) data was M = 1 -32 (SD = -73). This was lower than the mean number of tearns 

detecting the problems in this study M = 2.14 (SD = 1-27). The mean difference was 

found significant in a t-test comparing the mean number of teams who detected the 36 

problems in this study with the mean number of teams who detected the 277 problems 

in the reanalysed Molich (1999) data. ~(38.06) = 3 -79, p = -00 1. The r-test used was 

corrected for heterogeneity of variances of the two sarnples, hence the non-integer 

degrees of freedom. 

To detemine whether the higher agreement among the teams in the current 

study was solely a function of the initial removal of non-usabiIity issues, the reanaIysed 

Molich (1999) data were also compared with the data of this study taking into account 

the 3 1 non-usability problems that were excIuded from the other analyses. The 

proportion of problems detected by a single team in this study (70.1 %) approached that 

of the reanalysed Molich (1999) data (78.3 %). However, the proportions of problems 
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detected by three or more tearns in this study rernain higher than in the. reanalysed 

Molich (1999) data. None of the 3 1 non-usability probIems was detected by more that 

one tearn, Therefore, the mean number of tearns detecting a problem in the current 

study was lower with than without those problems, M = 1 -6 1 (SD = 1 -09). However, 

the mean remains significantly higher than in the reanalysed Molich (1999) data, 

~(80.90) = 2-08, p = -04 1 ,  

Severity Ratings of tlze Problenzs 

One of the objectives of bis study was to Iook at the agreement arnong teams on 

severe and not severe problems. To address that issue, it was necessary to get an 

estimate of severity for each problern. Three university professors teaching HCI courses 

served as judges to assess the severity of the 36 usabiIity problems independently using 

the sarne four-point scale the teams were asked to use (cosmetic problem, minor 

usability problem, major usability problem, usability catastrophe). Each judge was 

provided with a problem description with screenshot and had access to the prototype 

and the documentation but not to the  usabiIity test reports. 

Kendall's coefficient of concordance of the raters was W(35) = -54, p = -01. 

Kendall's W is "an index of the divergence of the actual agreement shown in the data 

from the maximum possible (perfect) agreement," (Siegel, 1955, p. 230) It ranges from 

O (absolute disagreement) to 1 (perfect agreement). Thus, there was a moderate 

agreement on problern severity among the raters. For the individual ratings see 

Appendix F. 
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Following Nielsen's (1 993, 1994) recommendations, the severity ratings were 

aggregated. Because of the ordinal nature of the severity scale, the median of the 

ratings of the three judges for each problem was used to aggregate the ratings. Of the 

36 problems, 18 problems had a median rating of "minor usability problem," 14 had a 

median rating of "major usability problem", and 4 probtems had a median rating of 

"usability catastrophe. " No problem had a median rating of "cosmetic problem. " 

Is TIzere More Overlap Among More Severe Problems? 

The median severity ratings were used to determine whether there is a 

difference in the overlap between severe and not so severe usability problerns. Because 

of the low nurnber of usability catastrophes (4), the 14 major usability problems were 

pooled with the usability catastrophes resulting in a group of 18 severe problems. Table 

3 shows the data from the first two columns of Table 2, categorized into severe and not 

severe problems. In Table 3, the a b d u t e  frequencies and percentages of the usability 

problems that were detected by a given number of teams are shown separately for 

minor problems in columns 2 and 3 and severe problems in columns 4 and 5- The 

percentage of probIems detected by one or two tearns is lower, and the proportion of 

problems detected by three or four teams is higher in the severe problerns compared to 

the minor problems. 
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Table 3 

Number of Minor vs- Severe Problenrr Derecred by a G i w  Number of Team 

- - 

Minor ProbIems Severe Problerns 

Number of Teams Count % Count % 

6 O 0.0 O 0-0 

5 1 5.6 1 5.6 

4 O O *O 4 22 -2 

3 2 11.1 5 27.8 

2 5 27.8 2 11.1 

1 10 55.6 6 33 -3 

Total 18 100.0 18 1 O0 .O 

The mean number of teams detecting the 18 severe problems M = 2.56 (SD = 

1.34) was significantly higher than the mean number of tearns detecting die 18 minor 

usability problems M = 1.72 (SD = 1-07), î(34) = 2.06, p = -047. 

Agreement of the Teams' Answers to  tlze Designers ' Quesrions 

Spencer et al. (2000) found that there is more agreement among usability 

engineers' reports on research questions identified in advance than on after-the-fact lists 

of usability problems. The answers of the teams to the designers' questions (Appendix 

B) were extracted from the reports and are shown in Table 4. Question 4 had two parts. 

It was not possible to determine whetiier the yes/no answers referred to the first part, 
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second part, o r  both. Furthemore, the question was formulated in a Ieading way . It 

was, therefore, ornitted from this anaIysis. 

Three teams gave expkit  answers to al1 five questions. Tearn E didnwt give an 

explicit answer to any of the questions. Tearn C provided the answers on a per  

participant basis Ieading to inconcIusive information for question 5 because the answer 

was "yes" for three participants and "no" for the other two. Team F did add~ess  

question 6 with a test task and reported data but didn't report wl~ether the prcrtotype 

passed or failed the task. There was moderate agreement on questions 3 and 6,  and low 

agreement on questions 1 , 2, and 5. 

Table 4 

Amvers of the Teams to the Designers' Questions 

Question A B C D E F 

L Y es No Y es" No ? "  No 

2 Yes No Yes Yes ? "  No" 

3 Yes No" Yesa Y es ? "  Y e s  

5 Yes No 9 Yes ? a  No 

6 Y es Yes" Yes" Yes ? "  9 

Note. Question marks indicate inconclusive information. " There was no 
test task directly addressing the question. 
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Wuzr Kind of Data Did the Teams Buse Their Ansivers on? 

Table 5 gives insight on the basis of the individual teams' answers. Table 5 

shows whether each team provided performance data, ease of use data, and user 

comments on a per task basis, whether there were explicit usability goals, and whether 

there were tasks to address al1 the issues directly. Only three teams provided 

performance data on a per task basis. only three teams provided subjective ease of use 

ratings on the individual tasks. One team chose not to include user comments. Two 

tearns used expIicit usability goals for the decision whether the prototype passed or 

failed a task. Two teams had tasks in their test protocoIs that were suitable to directiy 

address al1 questions. The answers from teams that are not based on a task that directly 

addressed an issue are marked in Table 4. 

Table 5 

lnformarion Provided by Each Teanz 

pp -- -- - --- 

Did the team provide.. . A B C D E F 
- - - 

Performance Data Yes No No Yes No Yes 

Ease of Use Data Yes Yes No No" No" Yes 

User Comments Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

Usability Goals Yes No No No No Yes 

Tasks for al1 Issues Yes No No No Yes No 

Nore. "These tearns provided overall ease of use data as opposed to ease of use 
ratings for each task. 
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Resources rlze Teanzs Dedicated tu tlze Usabila Test 

In the post test questionnaire, the teams provided data about the resources they 

dedicated to t i~e usability test- The number of members of the usability teams ranged 

from one to five (Median = 3)- The number of test participants ranged from 5 to 12 

(Median = 6) .  The time the tearns dedicated to the project varied greatIy, ranging from 

24 to 146 person hours (Median = 40.75 hrs). Four teams chose a usability testing 

approach with no video and audio recording. The two teams that did use aüdiofvideo 

recording used the most person l-iours. One of the teams used a usability lab with one- 

way rnirrors. For the full post test questionnaire data on the resources used by each 

team see Appendix G. 

Exleml VaIidiiy AnaZjsis 

External validity concerns generalizing from the settings of the study to target 

settings, in this case usability testing in a corporate context. The external validity of this 

study can be assessed on the basis of the participants' answers to the questions in the 

post test questionnaire regarding the deviations from their usual procedure and their 

assessrnent on how realistic the study was with regards to size and nature of the project. 

the prototype, and the task. 

Four tearns wouid normally use a tliree-point severity scale instead of the four- 

point scale they were asked to use for this study. Four teams said they usually would 

have more interaction with the design team. However, only one of these four teams 

made use of the offer to contact the development team by email as did one other team. 

The majority of the questions the two teams asked were clarification questions, for 
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example, how a certain feature was supposed to work or whether certain aspects of the 

prototype were design intent or a bug. The list of a11 questions asked is shown in 

Appendix H. For the full list of deviations from the teams' usual procedure see 

Appendix 1. 

When asked how realistic the project was in terms of size, nature, and the 

request of the design team. three teams explicitly said tbat it was realistic compared to 

their normal usability testing. One tearn said it would be arnong their smaller projects. 

Another team said that most of their projects were smaller than diis project. Two tearns 

said they usually test web sites as opposed to Windows based software and three teams 

said they usually test projects of interna1 clients. For the full data see Appendix J. 
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Discussion 

Lmv Overlap in This Sfudy but Higller 77zm in EarIier Studies 

To better address the reliabiiity issues brought up by Molich et  al. (1998, 1999), 

the modifications in this replication study included using an eariy prototype, providing a 

specific and focused client request, having multiple evaiuators extract and group the 

problems, and excluding non-usab ility issues from the problem list. 

As in the Molich et al- (1998, 1999) studies, the agreement arnong the testing 

teams on the list of usability problerns was Iow. Not a single prob1ern was reported by 

al1 six teams, and only two problems were detected by five teams. A large proportion 

(44.4%) of the 36 usability problems was detected by only one team. When the full Iist 

of issues, including non-usability problems, is considered, the proportion of problems 

, detected by only one tearn in this study (70.1 %) approaches that of Molich et al. (1999) 

(78.3%). Thus, the concems about tlie reliability of usability testing that arose as a 

consequence of Molich et  al. (1998, 1999) cannot be dismissed. 

However, in combination, the modifications to this study did result in a higher 

overlap of findings between teams rhan in the earlier studies (MoIich et al.. 1998, 

1999). This is not entirely due to the fact that the 3 1 non-usability problems were 

excluded because there was still a significant improvernent even when those 31 

problems that were not usability issues were included. 
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Emerging Putten2 

Integrating the findings of a series of four studies (Molicli et al, 1998, 1999; this 

study; and Spencer et ai., 2000), a pattern emerges. More specific and focused requests 

by the client lead to more overlap in the findings of the usabiIity testing team. 

While there was very littie overlap in MoIich et al. (1998, 1999), more overlap 

could be demonstrated in this shidy- When given a set of fully operationalized research 

questions including definitions of success and time Iimits for the task completion, 

usability tearns reached perfect agreement on a yes/no scale (Spencer et al., 2000). 

Spencer et al. (2000) found that there was less agreement on the questions that did not 

include definitions of success and time limits. As a note of caution, the fact that a11 five 

teams in Spencer et al. (2000) answered the two higlily operarionalized question with 

"no" (Le., users could not perform the task within die time limit) coutd indicate that the 

Ume limits might have been unreasonably strict. 

More Overlap in Severe Problenzs 

Literature comparing the efiectiveness of various usability evaluation methods 

suggests that one of the relative strengths of usability testing is its aptness to find severe 

usabiIity problems (e-g., Jeffries et  al., 199 1 ,  Karat et al., 1992). The results of the 

present study show that there is more agreement on severe usability problerns chan on 

minor usability problems. On average, the severe problems were detected by more 

tearns than the minor problems, indicating more agreement amont teams on more 

severe probiems. Nevertheless, there was less than perfect agreement on severe 

problems. 
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Agreement Anzong the Severi47 Ra~eî-s 

An interesting side issue is the moderate inter-rater agreement of the three 

severity raters. Nielsen (1994) reports data indicating that judgement based severity 

ratings have low reliability, leading to his advice to aggregate ratings (Nielsen, 1993, 

1994). Kendall's coefficient of concordance between the eleven evaluators serving in a 

Heuristic Evaluation was W(39) = -3 1, p < .O1 (Nielsen, 1994). There was more 

concordance among the three raters in this study, W(35) = -54, p < .O 1. There are 

many possible explanations for a Iess than perfect agreement. including raters' bias 

towards giving higher or lower ratings, or different strategies when assigning the 

ratings. For example. one rater made a conscious effort to use al1 four categories, while 

the others did not. Some raters might have thought more in terms of the numeric values 

while others might have thouglit more in terrns of the verbal scale labels. 

Instructions might irnprove agreement on severity of ratings. The raters were 

not given any instructions about how to rate severity . For exarnple, they were not 

instructed to consider specific aspects that contribute to probiem severity Iike frequency 

of occurrence of the problem, impact on use of the dialog box, and persistence of the 

problem with use when assigning their ratings. One of the raters pointed out that an 

instruction like this or explicit criteria for the assignment of the different ratings rnight 

have ied to more agreement. 

Potenriai Reasons for the Low Agreenzenr of rhe UsabiLig Tesring Teams 

No negotirnion of usabil i~~ goals. Setting usability goals is recommended as part 

of the process of usability testing (e.g., Dumas & Redish, 1999; Rubin, 1994). As 
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Spencer et al. (2000) niggest. there is more agreement among teams when there are 

clearly defined success criteria. The moderate to low agreement on the questions the 

designers wanted to have addressed (see Table 4) in die present study could be due in 

part to the Iack of success criteria for the individual questions- Only two teams set their 

own usability goals. 1 t remains specuIative whether the other tearns usually negotiate 

usability goals with their clients, but the lack of direct access to developers made setting 

usability goals difficult in this study. The smdy could have obtained more agreement if 

usability goals had been included as part of the design team's request, but usability 

goals should be negotiated between clients and usability testers. 

Differences in fearures rested. One of the goals of this smdy was to ensure that 

al1 teams test the same aspects of the protoype by providing a specific and manageable 

Iist of research questions. This goal was not achieved. As in Molich et al. (1999), not 

al1 teams had tasks that directIy addressed al1 the issues. Teams that didn't test a certain 

feanire couldn't possibly detect problems associated with d~a t  particular feature. It is 

difficult to undentand why a tearn would not address an issue raised by developers, but 

these "misses" likety depressed the agreement on the list of usability problems. 

Digerences in tark design and order of testing. Another source of disagreement 

was differences in task design and task order. For example, one problem related to the 

search feature (Le., the simple search? not the advanced search which was not to be 

tested) could only be detected if the participants had to do certain other tasks after the 

cornpletion of the search task- The three tearns who did not have their users perform 

another task after the search task could not, and did not, find this problem. The other 
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three teams did. Careful test design based on understanding of issues is essentiaI to 

success. 

Direremes in users resred. The instructions were, in hindsight, not specific 

enough about the target user group. Familiarity with Microsoft Windows and standard 

office applications was required, but the degree of this farniliarity was not specified. 

Although even power users suffer due to low usability of a design, it is plausible that 

power users might have less dificulties with a poor design than intermediate users 

because they might pick up clues that are roo subtle or cryptic for less experienced 

users. Al1 eight participants of one team described themselves as power users of 

Microsoft Word. The design passed al1 the performance related usability goals that team 

set, Another team described their users as ucomfortabIe in a Windows 2000 

environment." The design passed only two out of five performance related usabil ity 

goals that this team set. Both teams had very sirniIar tasks- While we  don't know 

whether the users of the second team would describe themselves as power users, it 

cannot be ruled out that there was a difference in cl-ie expenence between the two 

samples of participants that miglit have contributed to the difference in the findings. 

External Validiv 

In their post test questionnaire answers, four teams said they usuaIly have more 

interaction with the client. Interaction of the testing teams with the development team 

might have led to a better understanding of the design and the potential problems with 

it. Other than that, the teams' answers regarding their deviations from their usual 

procedure did not indicate any threats io the extemal validity of this study. Three tearns 
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said explicitly that the project was realistic in terms of nature, size, and the requests of 

tbe design team- 

Construct Validity 

One possible interpretation for the faiIure of several tearns to include important, 

standard information in their reports and to address al1 issues could be tiiat they didn't 

take this project as seriously as their reaI work, thus direatening the validity of the 

construct "profsssional usability testing. " There were aspects of some teams' testing 

and reporting that appear l e s  than professional, but there is no way to know if it was 

typical. When professional usability testers voluntarily take part in a time consuming 

study on top of their already high regular workload one might not expect the same 

quality of work they usualIy deliver- However, a11 teams dedicated a substantial nurnber 

of person hours to this project. Why would a team spend a lot of time on a project and 

still deliver work that Ieaves much to be desired? 

Answers to the post test questionnaire and informal communications indicate 

that two teams used this project as an opponunity to train junior staff under the 

direction of senior staff. While this qualifies as professional usability testing, it can't be 

ntled out that d ~ i s  had an effect on the qualiy of their evaluation. 

Anorher tiireat to the construct validity is posed by at least one team mixing 

evaluation methods. If diffcrent evaluation methods were rnixed, it is liard to draw 

conclusions about the consuuct under scrutiny - usability testint. The data of one team 

indicate that only a portion of the findings was based on usability testing. This team had 

only three tasks. One task was of a raiher exploratory nature. Yet this team addressed 
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al1 the design team's questions and mentioned problems that couIdn't possibly corne up 

while performing die tasks used, Their evaIuation method might be better characterized 

as an expert review. Also, without making expl icit where the data corne from, there is a 

danger of passing off tester opinions as observed user behaviour- 

Inzplic~~ions for die Cooperation Benveerz UsabiZiq) Testers and Tizeir Clients 

The notion that specific and focused requests lead to more reliabIe results has 

very clear imptications for the cooperation between usability testers and their clients. 

The client should work closely with the usability tester when identiQing and 

understanding issues to test, designing test tasks, choosing behavioural measures, and 

deciding on usability goals. In the negotiation process on the test plan and on the 

usability goals, the usabiiity testing tearns provide their expertise and experience and 

can take the role of an advocate for the users. It is critical for the success of a usability 

test that the testing team has access to decailed information, especially on the potential 

issues with a design. Often, only the development team can provide this information. 

Usability testers shouldn't let the client get away with just dropping off a prototype with 

the request to find as many flaws as possible. A sign-off of the test plan may help to 

ensure that the client's questions are addressed. 

hplicatians for ilze Value of Doing U s a b w  Testing 

The finding that there was Iow agreement on most of the 36 usability problems 

raises the question whether tliere should be any resources dedicated to usabiIity testing 

in the user centred design process. Although there is much to be desired in terms of the 
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agreement of the tearns on the Iist of usability problems, the data presented in this study 

do not allow for the conclusion that usabiIity testing is worthless. Every team detected 

at least six usabiiity problems. Every team detected at  least one usability catastrophe 

and at least three major problems. All teams provided vaiuable information that wouid 

help to irnprove the design of the open dialogue, Gray and Salzman (1998) point out 

that "in the cause of usability, doing something is almost always better than doing 

nothing." (p. 207) Nevertlieless, the results of this study indicate that there is 

considerable need for improvement in usability testing 
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Appendix A: Instructions 

Thank you very much for conûibuting to aie research for my M A  thesis in the CURE program at 
Carieton University. 

As you know from the request for participation, we are doing a replication of a study RoIf Molich 
presented at CH1'99. He had the same product, hotrnail.com, tested by nine different usability teams 
ana compared the results. The overlap of detected problems was very small. 

For our replication study, we ask you and several other highly experienced professional usability teams 
to perform a usability test on an early-stage prototype of an openkave dialogue. On the basis of the 
test reports we will receive, we will detemine the overfap of detected problems and compare it with 
Molich's results. 

Here is some more information: 

The amount of resources you dedicate to the project depends entirely on you. 

= On the next page, you'll find the request of the client Please address their concems 
and pravide data as requested. 

m For the sake of extemal va!idity, it would be beneficial if you could do the testing as 
you would do it on a real project 

The deliverable is a written report Please use your usual reporting format but don't 
include the name of your team anywhere in the report 

m Please do not tafk to other usability professionals not in your team about this skidy 
until we have ail the results. They might be participating, too, and we want to gather 
independent data. l'II let you know when I have al1 the results. 

r The information included in this package should give you a good idea about the 
product to be tested, the target user group, and the request of the design team. If you 
have further questions for the design team, please route them through me by email 
(rnkessner@chatcarleton.ca). l'II forward thern to the design team and you'll receive 
the replies through me- This is to spare ttie design team having to answer duplicate 
questions multiple times. 

r Please keep track of the nurnber of person-hours you dedicate to the usability test (for 
test preparation & recmiting, the actual testing, data analysis and report generation 
separately). This is important information. There is a post test questionnaire. Ptease fil! 
it out aRer you've finished everything else and send it back to us with aie report 

We are shooting for an end of April completion date so I can complete my thesis and 
get a job. 
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Appendix B: Client Concerns 

Your client is working on the design of a new openlsave dialogue for possible use in Mure releases of 
Windows applications- 

The target user group are people who are familiar with Windaws and standard office 
applications- 

m The client hopes that people can use the rnajonty of features of the dialogue without 
any training or help. 

In particular, the designers are interested in data on the following questions: 

Do users find out how to tum onloff the explorer tree? 

Do users find out how to make use of the shortcuts toolbar on the Ieft? 

Do users find out how to edit properties of files? 

Are users thrown off by the unusual location/arrangement of the file name and file 
type controls when filtering the view for a certain file type? 
[usually, both controls are located in aie lower part of the box and beneath each other] 

Can users perform a simple search? 

Do users find how to M c h  between the normal open mode and the advanced 
search mode? 
[Designers are not interested in actually testing the advanced search functionality 
because it is targeted specifically at the power user group.] 

Additionally. the design team wants to know about any other problems you find. 

The client asks you to gather data on objective performance, subjective esse of use, and user 
comments in a usability test Furthemore, they are interested in your severity raTtings on the probiems 
you've found. They ask you to use the following scale for your seventy ratings fer each problem. Do not 
consider how easy or practïcal it is to fix 

1 - cosmetic problem 

2 - minor usability problem 

3 - major usability problem 

4 - usability catastrophe 

We have included a short "rnanual" for the dialogue that should give you an idea of the new features of 
aie dialogue, and also some information about how the prototype works and the limitations of the 
prototype. 
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Appendix C: Post Test Questionnaire 

1. How many people were involved in the project and what were their roles (don't count your test 
participants)? 

How many person hours were dedicated to 

- test preparation and recmiting? 

- actual testing? 

- data analysis and writing of the report? 

Did you use any of the following equipment dunng the test? 

LI audio recording P video recording 

logging software P one way rnirrors 

0 other 

in what ways, if any, did you deviate from your usual procedure (e-g. sevefity rating scale)? 

5. Compared to your normal usability testing, how realistic was bis test in ternis of size and nature of 
the project, and the request of the design team? 
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Appendix D: Excluded Problems 

nze folloi.ÿing 31 problems i w e  considered non-usabili~f problenzs by the nuo 
independent raters and ivere a-cl& from some ana4vses. 

User Needi Problems/Feature Requests 

A7 3 participants did not rate the shortcut bar as 'useful' or 'very usefiil'. 3 participants 
commented thât they would find the Shortcut bar more useful if they could customize it 
(Le. be able to add/delete folders on the bar). 

C2 The intent of the project. Why do we need another Windows open / save dialogue? 
Wouldn't recommend this as a product. 

C4 Participants were Iooking for a trash can. Would suggest having a trash can where 
the shortcut items are located. 

Cl 1 Lack of a file menu. Would provide a 'Fife' menu. 

Cl3 Don't know how to add anything to 'Favorites'. The interface shouId support drag 
and drop. 

CI6 'Favorites' shoutd include more than URLs. Include applications and files in the 
'favorites' or just put a globe behind the Iieart on the 'favorites' icon. 

CI9 Only 'Ail Files' and 'Windows Bitmaps' listed under file types. Should have more 
than 'AI1 files' and bitrnap files as filters or don't have a file type filter at all. 

C20 Can' t drag and drop into shortcuts folders. Should support drag and drop. 

C24 In the 'Look in' pulldown, there are no lines to indicate what level you are at. 
Provide lines. 

C3 1 Should be able to have preview on or off. Provide a way of setting preferences like 
preview- 

Ff Users expected to find the My Documents icon in the left hand shortcut toolbar. 

A5 1 participant commented that the TooItip for the tree pane 'Show/Hide7 button 
always says 'Show Directory Tree'. 

C3 When you change the 'Views', the icon does not change to match the view that 
you' ve  chosen. Suggest fixing. 

CS Open file button and pulldown menu does not work, 1s either a prototype limitation 
or a software bug. 

C7 'Create new folder' doesn't work. 1s either a protoqpe limitation or a software bug. 
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Cl5 Getting a 'Fileopen' error when initially double-clicking on a file to open. 1s a 
software bug- 

C 18 No history list under 'File Name'. ts either a prototype limitation or a software 
bug. 

C22 'File type' filter does not work. Is either a prototype limitation or a software bug. 

C23 When you choose the shortcut ' Work Folder', it says 'Temptates' in the 'Look in' 
field. Shortcut narnes should match in a11 locations. 

C28 When you choose the shortcut 'Recent Files', it only says 'Recent' in the 'Look in' 
field- Shortcut names should match in al1 locations- 

C30 When in 'Details' view, sorting by coIumns only works in ascending order but not 
descending order. Should sort in both ascending and descending order. 

C32 Sort doesn't work. 1s either a prototype limitation or a software bug- 

D8 For al1 Search results, the icon is changed and the file cannot be opened by any 
means. Locating files using other means (Look in, Shortcut, back) did not result in the 
same problems; file icons were correct, and the files could be opened with a double 
click of the mouse. 

D9 Back works fine for folders and drives, but does not display previous search results. 

DI0  The "Look in" field does not register location changes when the "one IeveI up" 
button is depressed. If îhe user is looking at the &Look in' to ascewin which area 
she/he is searching, then the search wilI be incorrect as the dispIay in the file box no 
longer matches the 'Look in' or  explorer tree. 

C25 Having 'Sort' in Views is not expected- Would expect to find in a main menu that 
would pop up a dialogue box. Move the sort function location. 

C29 What appears in 'File Name' is not what is expected unless it is a typed in search. 
Participants expected when îhey clicked on a file to have the text from the last search in 
the ' File Narne' field be replaced. Should provide this functionality . 

D2 Default view not 'List' as in most Windows applications. 

D7 "Look in" has no dropdown- 

D 1 1 Starts in My Cornputer when prototype is launched. Current Windows 
applications start in the My Documents folder. 

El7 Advanced searcil was not tested but appears complicated to users. 
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Appendix E: Included Problems 

This is a list of aii usabili~~ problem rcponed by the SU- team. Below fie italicked 
grorcp labels of the 36 unique usabiliîy problems. the problems N1 the original wordings 
as found in the repoTfS are listed. Tlze identifier of each problem contuins rlze code of 
the ieam t/m found the respecrive problem, 

(1) Undesired associarion of file ope dropdo~wz with properties pane due ro proximiiy . 
Users reiate the two widgers fcrnctionally , e. g - apecied fikering resuits appear in rhe 
p roperties pane- 

A4 3 participants were not clear what the pane was for under the 'File Type' dropdown 
(in Properties view). 2 participants thought diat the pane had something to do with the 
'File Type' dropdown since it was located below it. 1 participant thought that when a 
file type was filtered for, al1 of those files would show up in this pane. 

D 16 The arrangement of the [File TypeEile Name] controls did cause confusion 
regarding the proxirnity of File Type to the Properties window. File Type's proximity 
to the Properties window caused participants to relate them fünctionaIIy . One 
participant commented during the general feedback porrion of the study that he "liked 
the File Type window" while pointing at the Properties window. 

F6 Displayinp Specific File Types. 2 of 4 users who successfully completed this task. 
expected results to show in the properties view pane below. This problem exists 
because the File Type dropdown list lines up exactly with the Properties view pane. 

(2) Functionally 1-elami emry f ields and conmami butions are locationaily ciisconnected 
(in general) . Tlzis. doesn 't support ihe ivoryZow. 

C33 Buttons, widgets and fields are not laid out in a way that supports the tasks. 
Requires a redesign. 

D20 Layout suboptimal ("Recomrnendations: - +  . Better cluster like functions . . . and 
related items. * , p. 2, exec summary). 

(3) File ~zanzefreld (wlzere the searclz rernzs are entei-ed) and searciz bunon are 
locarionall~; dir connected. Doesn 't suppon t a k  floiv. makes granzmar of simple search 
unintuitive. 

C8.2 Search button and file name field too far apart. Locate the simple search button 
and pulldown menu closer to where the search field is. 

D3 A general disconnect exists between similar functioning butcons and the applicable 
fields. For example, the Searclz, Open. and Cancel buttons are not locationally related 
to the File Naine and File Type fields. [Team D has an entry in the "general" category 
alread y] 

F3.1 Performing a Simple Searcli. 4 out of 6 users could not complete the task by 
themselves. GeneraIIy, users knew where to input data, but did not know how to start 
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the search. There seemed to be a too distant spatial reiationship between where you 
input data to be searched and the Search button- 

(4) File name and flIe ypefields are Cocationally disconnected- Doesn 't support task 
floiv, 

C9 Positioning of File Name / File type does not support a good task flow- Would 
suggest a redesign, possibly stacking the FiIe Narne and Type verticaIly- 

(5) lcons and bmtons are all over the place. cuz~~irzg coiz.ion. 

CI0 Positioning of icons and buttons. Relocace so that everyihing is not so spread out- 
'Open', for instance, could be in a menu and not be a button. 

E4 Categorization of buttons with a group on top, a group on the bottom and various 
groups vertically places on the left of the screen is difficult to understand. 

(6) Panes c m  't be resized, sometimes leadirtg &O the obstruction of information. 

A 1 5 participants commented that they would like to be able to re-size the different 
panes in the dialog. 

Cl Can't resize anything. Makes navigating through the tree very difficult. Support re- 

C6 Unable to change the width of boxes or change or minimize the size of the window. 
Provide this firnctionality. 

C27 Unable to teII the hierarchy of the file location, Redesign the file properties view 
or at least ailow resizing of the window. Alternatively, eliminate fiIe properties view. 
FiIe properties doesnrt add any value as you already know the file name and you can 
check 'Look in' field for the location. 

D6 The prototype cannot be resized. On a 15-inch monitor usine 'normal' resolution 
(800X600), part of the prototype is off the screen. (Note: This is also a problem in the 
current Window's version of the OpedSave dialogue-) 

El6 Users expect to be able to conduct standard window operations such as minimize 
window and resize window and resize information boxes (such as tree and file 
properties) . 

(7) lcons do not look like active buttons (gerzerally). 

D4 icons do not look like buttons. User must roll-over thern with the mouse to 
recognize that they are " live" . 

(8) Icons are Izard to ident~jFj: (generaily). 

E2 Icons are difficult to identify without the use of tool tips. 

(9) Shortcut icons are hard tu see. 

C37 Some of the icons are a bit fuzzy (such as the 'Desktop' one). Suggest fixing. 
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E6 Shortcut icons are diffrcult to see and interpret. 

(IO) Up button/ican is not inmitive, 

B2 Up buttodicon is not intuitive. An alternative function exists. 

(1 1) Viaos burtonficon is not intuirr've. 

B4 Views buttonkon is not intuitive. Tliere is a probIem discovering this function, but 
once users discover it, they remember what it does. However there is a question as to 
whether or not the users will discover "Views" at all- 

(12) Launch Browser buaon/icon is nor intuitive- 

B5 Launch Browser buttodicon is not intuitive. An altemate function exists, but it is 
unclear to users what the buttodicon actualIy does. 

(13) Tools button/icon is not intuitive. 

B6 Tools button/icon is not intuitive. Once users discover it, it should not be a long- 
term problem. 

(14) Desktop Sizoncut Button/kon is not intuitive- 

B7 Desktop button/icon is not intuitive. An alternate function exists. 

(15) Work Folder Shorrcut Bunon/lcon is not intuitive- 

B8 Work Folder button/icon is not intuitive. Users had no idea as to the function of this 
icon fsee the comments in the table on page 7 - Left side buttons/icons). 

D14.4 Familiar icons were easily identified by name and function (Desktop and My 
Computer), otiier icons were sornewhat Iess clear (Favorites, Searches), and stiII others 
were not useful at al1 (Recent FiIes, Work Folder), 

E7 Work foIder shortcut is difficult to understand. 

(16) Recent Files Shortcur Button/lcon is nor inruitive. 

B9 Recent Files button/icon is not intuitive. Once the usersdiscover it, it shouId not be 
a Iong-term problem. 

D 14.3 Familiar icons were easily identified by name and function (Desktop and My 
Computer), other icons were somewhat Iess cIear (Favorites, Searches) , and still others 
were not usefbl at al1 (Recenr Files, Work Folder). 

(1 7j Favourires Shortcut Button/lcoiz is not inruitive. 

D 14.1 Familiar icons were easily identified by name and hinction (Desktop and My 
Computer), other icons were somewhat Iess clear (Favorites. Searches), and still others 
were not usefbl at a11 (Recent Files, Work FoIder). 
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BI0 The Searches button/icon in the left shortcuts bar is not intuitive- Once the users 
discover it, it should not be a Iong-term problem. 

D 14.2 Familiar icons were easily identified by name and function (Desktop and My 
Computer), other icons were somewhat Iess clear (Favorites, Searclzes), and still others 
were not useful at al1 (Recent Files, Work Folder), 

(Na) ErpZorer &Tee Outtort is d ~ n ~ c u k  to dincuIi to discover. 11 doesn 'f look iike an 
acrive bunon, 

B11.1 Users did not notice the Show Directory Tree button. It doesn't look like a 
button (possibly due to placement). 

C26 None of the participants were able to tell what the function of the tree icon was 
until they clicked on it and then it becarne obvious. Make the tree look more like 
something that is seiectable. Reconsider its location. 

D 13.1 In general, the explorer tree's design and placement do no& facilitate its usage, 
though the functionality is considered useful. Only 2 of 6 participants were able to 
locate the explorer tree without assistance - one of the successful participants clicked on 
the icon during another task. 

E8.1 Directory tree icon is difficult to discover and understand- 

F4.1 Turning on the Tree View. 3 of 6 users could not find the way to mm on the tree 
view without hints. Most users though the tree image was an icon. Al1 the users staned 
with pressing the icons in near proximity to the "Look in:" dropdown list. 

(20) Explorer tree [con is dificult &O understand. 

B 1 1.2 Show Directory Tree icon is not rneaningful. 

C 17 The directory tree is discoverable but the purpose is noc apparent from the icon. 
Once participant tiiought it was a Company logo. Suggest icon redesign. 

D L3 -2 Several participants commented on the design, stating that the icon "was ugly" 
or "looked Iike a logo-" 

E8.2 Directory tree icon is difficult to discover and undersrand. 

F4.2 2 of 6 users had never heard of the term "tree view", therefore, the tree icon 
would be irrelevant to them. 

(21) Participants had dijfulties closing the explorer tree. 

A8 3 participants had difficulty closing the Explorer tree pane. 2 participants clicked on 
the 'blue left arrow to try and close the pane. 2 participants commented that they would 
like to see the Show/Hide Tree button closer to the tree pane when it is open. 2 
participants cornmented tbat they would like to see the Show/Hide Tree button above 
the tree pane. 1 participant commented ti~at they would not have been abIe close the 
pane without help. 
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El3 Some users expenenced difficulty getting out of tree mode by not realizing that the 
button is a toggle- 

(22) Participants had difJculries discuvering hoiv tu enrer notes in the properties view. 

B 14 Users did not discover how to edit properties of files. 

D 15 In Windows, users can see properties but not edit them. Based on the findings in 
this study, the Notes may not be something that a user would consider "editabk" when 
using the OpedSave Dialogue box in a non-testing situation- 4 of 6 participants 
completed the task without assistance. One participant commented that it did no& occur 
to him chat he might be able to enter information it was difficult to see the Notes field. 

El 1 Users experienced some diff~culty discovering the ability to enter notes about a file 
in the file properties. The design of the notes field does not suggest that data can be 
entered . 

(23) The label "Propertes " is used for two different functionsr properties pane and the 
propenies enrry in the contei-r menu, bringing up a difierrent dialogue box- 

D 12 Properties (under Tools) are not the sarne as in the Properties window of the 
prototype. Another window is launched - the sarne as when a desktop icon is right- 
clicked- Usability rnay suffer since the labels are the same, but the function is not. 

(24) Tuo muny controls look like t/zey could initiale a searclz. 

B 13 There are four controls that look like they could represent Search functionality. 
Having four controls (Search Mode buttodicon, Searches folder, Search button - at the 
bottom, and the Launch Browser - button/icon at the top) could potentially create a 
constant problem for users. 

B 16 Users did find performing a search difficult (see comments for Task # 5). Four out 
of six users clickec! on the advanced search mode buttodicon to perfom a simple 
search. 

Di  Participants sommented that the Search Mode icon was misleading, that it indicated 
"search" but not advanced search and mistook the Searches folder on the shortcut bar 
for a Search Mode. 

Dl9  (Search) icon .-. repeated (and closeIy copied) in three places on the prototype. 

E9 Distinction between search button and advanced search mode is confusing. 

F3-2 SirnpIe Search: There was confusion with the selections on screen that are search 
related (Search button, saved searches icon and advanced search icon) . 

F7 Sarne search icon used for 2 different functions, 1 out of 6 users observed this 
problem. The same icon is used for the Advanced Search mode (upper lefi hand corner) 
and the run a search in the Search button dropdown list- Though only 1 user noticed 
this, it was felt this probtem could of added to the other users confusion and lack to 
complete the SimpIe Search task. 
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(25) The (conceprual) dwerence benveen simpk and advanced searcJz is dificulr fo 
understand or separme. Confusion is introduced by t/2e redundancy of searclz merJzods. 

Cg. 1 Difference between simple and advanced search noc obvious to participants. 

C35 User has to change their behaviour in order to adapt to the interface. Navigation is 
curnbersome. Participants were unable to figure out the difference berween clte simple 
searclz and t/2e advanced search- 'Open Mode' is not meaningful. Would need a fairly 
major redesign. Would separate the browse mode from the search mode. 

D 1 8 General ly , participants had difficuiy sepmating the Shpk Search (or Open Mode) 
finc~io~zsfrorn the Advunsed (or Search Mode). When asked to complete a simpIe 
search (no limiting criteria), rwo participants were confused by the idea of searching 
and found need to enter the Advanced Search mode. Ratings: Participants were 
'neutraI" about the location of the search functions, but found them "very diffrcult" to 
use. (4 of 7 participants rated the use of the search functions as "very difficult). 
(Scale: 1 - very easy, 4 - neucral, 7 - very difficuIt) 

E 1 Distinction between advanced searcli and simple search is confusing, particularly 
with two different methods of entering these searches and tl-ieir distance from each other 
on the screen. 

EIO Redundancy is search rnethods can be confusing and rnay interfere with the ability 
to perforrn tasks. 

(26) Hining the enter key is ei-pected fo stan a search (afer entering a search term N2 
the file namefZeld) but does nul do su. 

A 3  5 participants entered a search string in the 'File Name' text box and then pressed 
the Enter key on the keyboard. 

Cl2 Doing a carriage return does not initiate the search. Should be able to type in your 
search criteria and hit carriage return to initiate your search. 

D5 If a value is entered in the 'FiIe Name:' field, the enter button does not activate the 
search. Only clicking the Search button does so. 

E3 Users should be able to hit retum to initiate a simple search. 1 presume this was a 
simulation issue rather than a design issue. 

(27) CZearing flze seaï-cJz is required affer peg5orming a simple seerch Iîur it is Izard m 
find IZOW to do rJmt. 

Bl Users canut find the Clear Search option. When users conduct a search, they do not 
realize they need to clear it to conduct another search or to use other functions. Users 
do not tend to discover the search features available via the drop down. 

B3 The modal approach to Search causes confusion. Users get stuck in "Search Mode", 
when conducting a search. There is no indication on the UI as ro which mode users are 
in. Users may be frustrated due ro the modal approach and may not be able to fully 
unders tand i t - 
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D 17 Clear Search function was completely not intuitive due to its location in the Search 
button picklist and the fact that this concept does not exist in the current Windows 
dialogue box. Participants had problems with the Clear Search function throughout the 
study. In most cases where they needed to continue to another task or needed a new 
search to continue within a task, the participants expected to be able to click in File 
Name and execute a new search. 

F5 Performing multiple simple searches. 5 out of 6 users did not realize they needed to 
clear a search before perforrning another. The main reason why this difficuity occurred 
was because after performing a simple search, the search button is greyed out so users 
did not even know they could access it's pulldown list. Most users felt that the search 
should automatically clear when you input a new terrn to search for, 

(28) Swirching berween open and advanced search mode is difFcuIt because of the 
miniuitive s~vitching ividget. 

B 15 Three out of six users didn't associate the [search mode] buttonlicon as search 
function or a mode. Two users thought it provided a way to view a file or a document. 
The other user identified it as a "Preview" function, meaning it would provide a 
preview of the first page of a document. 

C8.3 On rollover for 'Search Mode' icon, have ' Advanced Search Mode' instead of just 
'Search Mode', ... 

E5 Open Mode and Search mode icons are dificuIt to understand even with the use of 
tool tips. 

E 14 Some users experienced difficulty getting out of advanced search mode by not 
understanding the relationship between open mode and search mode. 

F2 Switching between Advanced Search mode and Open mode. 5 of 6 users did not 
understand that the upper left hand buttons controlled the modes. There seemed to be 
confusion with the Advanced search button in that users expected it to perform an 
action rather than change the view . 

(29) Users activate a simple search by pressing the search button (iviihour entering a 
search temz in the file name fleid). ei-pecring ro gel a scarch dialogue. 

A2 7 participants did not rate the simple search (task 5)  as 'easy ' or 'very easy' . 5 
participants clicked on die Search button in order to activate the search dialog. 4 
participants thought that clicking on the Search button or selecting Search from the 
Search dropdown menu would open a Search dialog in which they could type in their 
search string. 3 participants did not realize where they could rype in a search string in 
Open mode. 

E l 2  Clicking search button without a file name entered should prompt the user to enter 
a file name. Users would assume that the search feature was not operational. 

F3.3 Users expected a separate search dialog box to appear when the Search button at 
the bottom of the dialog box was seiected. 
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(30) Tlze flCe name field is not Zabeled as a seczrch field. 

Cl4 Nothing to tell you the 'File name' is a search field. WouId separate browsing and  
searching tasks . 

C34 Method of stopping a search not easily accessed and is not easily discoverable. 
Have search button change to stop search so that it does not require pulling the menu 
down to stop the search, 

(32) Feedback on where search is petformed and items are found is hard to find. 

C36 Information of where the file that was searched for and found is missing. Provide 
beîter search feedback, 

E 15 Users experienced diff~culty by conducting a simple search unknowingly through 
the wrong folder. They experienced difficulty understanding the problem and assumed 
the file did not exist. 

(33) Participants are lost in the /zierarclzy of r/ze f l e  s),stenz. 

A6 2 participants commented that they were uncIear as to where they were in the 
directory hierarchy when navigating tlirough the directories in the middle pane. if the 
tree pane was closed. 

(34) The preview button is not intuitive. 

Bl? The Preview button/ icon in the lower left side of the dialog box is not intuitive. 
An alternate hnction exists ("Preview " in the "Views" drop down), but it is 
questionable if users will discover "Views" at all. 

(35) Panicipants uniniendedl~~ close the dialogue witlz &/ze h c e l  burron wlzen ihey want 
to aboi-t inilialed conzrnands. 

El8  The cancel button is expected to cancel initiated commands and occasionally users 
would unexpectedly close the window. Users expect cancel to be the furthest bucton o n  
the right, particularly since help is not considered to be particulariy useful. 

(36) Tltere is no feedback on ivlziclz skorrcur location is active. 

C21 No visual reinforcement that you've selected a shortcut. Once you have selected a 
shortcut, its visual appearance should change so that it looks selected. 
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Appendix Fx Seventy Ratings 

Problem Rater A Rater B Rater C Median 

Note. The following rating scale was used: 1 - Cosmetic Problem. 2 - Minor Usability 
Problem. 3 - Major Usabiiiy Problem. 4 - Usability Catastrophe. 
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Appendix G: Post Test Questionnaire, Resources Dedicated 

Team Members 

Person Hours, Total 

- for Test Preparation and Recruiting 

- for Amal  Testing 

- for Data Analysis and Report Writing 

Audio Recording 

Video Recording 

Logging Software 

One-way Mirror 

Other Equipment 

Number of Test Participants ' 

Number of Test Tasks' 

Y es 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

6 

7 

5 

83 -5 

22-5 

23 

38 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

6 

5 
-- - - -- - -- 

Note. Team B did not provide a breakdown of their person hours. The person hours of 
team F displayed here are based on incompIete logs and therefore are underestimating 

h the actual person hours. " Scan converter. Cue cards. ' The information about the 
number of test participants and the number of test tasks was compiled from the test 
reports rather than the post test questionnaire. 
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Appendix 8: Teams' Email - Questions for the Designers 

Tlw i e m  made use of the offer to ask tlze design ieam for addiional information by 
mail .  Tlt eir questions are listed beLo W. 

A 1 was wondering if you could tell me how you edit properties of files? 1s it just a 
matter of clicking on Properties in the View menu (thus getting the properties pane), or 
do you have to click on Properties in the Tools menu (thus gemng properties dialog 
popping up)? 

A The designers mentioned that they would Iike us to test to see if users can edit 
properties. .. do you know which one they woutd like us to find out about,, - .edit 
attributes or edit notes? 

A As weil, the filtering for a particular file type doesn't seem to be working . .is 
this a known bug or am 1 just not doing it nght. 1 am assuming that al1 I have to do is 
go to the File Type drop down (near the top right of the dialogue) and select a 
particular file type and the dispiay will be filtered for this. Is this correct? 

A Lastly, 1 order to switch to Advanced search mode, is it just a matter of clicking 
on tlie Search mode button in the top left corner and having the search pane pop-up at 
the bottorn of the screen? 

A Can you access the Search mode (from the Open mode) by going down to the 
Search dropdown and selecting New Search? It doesn't seern to be working for me but 
1 just wanted to check just in case participants try mis route. 1s this possible or is the 
only way to go to Search mode through the button on the Ieft side of the dialogue. 

A Did tlie designers mention what resolution they would Iike the dialogue tested at? 
Would they prefer 800 by 600, or is 1024 by 768 alright? 

B Could the developrnent tearn provide any information about the conrext in which 
a user might perform a search and, for example, want to Save (the outcornes of) a 
search? (we'd like to be able to provide participants with realistic test scenarios) 

B Werve noticed something and want to know if i f s  design intent or a bug. When 
you navigate down from the Look-in tree the file selection window contents are the 
contents of what is high-Iighted in the Look-in tree, BUT when you click the icon for 
navigating one folder up, the file selection window contents change but tlie folder 
highlighted in the Look-in tree does not. 1s this design intenta? 
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Appendix 1: Post Test Questionnaire, Teams' Mations From Their Usual 

Procedure 

h ivizar ways did you deviate fram your usual procedure (e.g severiiy r a h g  scale) ? 

A Severity ratings - we usually use a rating scale of High, Medium, and Low (i.e. 
a scale of 3 vs. a scale of 4 used in this test). We usuaIIy have full access to the 
prototype designer - allows us  to receive a demo of the prototype, and ask any 
questions we have (Le. is a particular action, a bug, or actual functionality- Sign-off 
from stakeholder - norrnally we request sign-off from the stakeholder (Le. requester of 
test) prior to the first test session in order to ensure that al1 of their questions are being 
answered. Nonnally we do not require internai participants to sign an NDA (Non- 
Disclosure Agreement) 

B The only deviation from the usual procedure is the use of the seven'ty rating 
scale. 

C 1 would normally have a better understanding of the design intent and any 
constraints that the developers were working around. 1 normally classi@ things as 
major, minor or  bugs- Bugs are unintended and by nature have to be fixed by the 
developers. I strongly rec~rnmend tliat major usability problems be fixed as they 
impede the user's ability to use the software as intended. 1 also recommend that minor 
usability problems be addressed but given time constraints, can be Ieft until the future 
releases of the software. 

D We normaIIy evaluate material for our company web-site and not software as in 
this case. There is usually one usability person who oversees from 6-30 projeccs. thus 
no project with complete attention, but in this case, the junior staff person devoted a lot 
of attention to thoroughly understanding the prototype and running the study. We run 
sessions in 5 h i n  blocks. There is usually 1-3 products being evaluated in the 50min, 
Lhus about 10-30 minutes per product. For this study we used the entire 50rnin for one 
product. We usually look for only one or a few main things, sometimes doing 
cornparisons of possible designs. For this study, we were doing more exploratory work. 
We usually work with a business owner who helps identiQ areas of concern and who 
bas a vested interest. In this case, we were not sure of the owner and tlieir motives and 
major concerns. Most of the time, we have an outside contractor who moderates the 
snidy and writes the scripts after discussing the areas of concern with the usability 
person. In this case, we wrote the script and ran the study. We usually have real 
customers as participants. For this study, we used company staff (they actuaIly use the 
Windows products, so a good match, but not our normal pool). A great deal of time 
and effort was put into writing the report. Normally our contractor writes a brief 
sumrnary 1-2 days after the study and sends the report within a week. Our normal 
reports address the questions identified before the study and are normally quite short. 
This report was much longer than normal and more open-ended in its scope. We donTt 
normally use rating scales. Rating scaies were used in this report (and 1 must admit, I 
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goofed when 1 was reviewing the test material and didn't thoroughly enough evaluate 
the scales used in this study - some can't be analyzed because of incorrect wording or  
use of a scale that was not evenIy bi-polar). We often use material that are screen shots 
or not interactive, but in this study, the prototype worked (more or  less). f have to 
explain our use of the outside contractor. This contractor has been running studies since 
before the usabiliv staff were hired. They often worked directly with the business end, 
the product owners and ran studies according to the product owner's wishes. Since the 
usability staff have been hired, we work with the product owners and suggest evaluation 
techniques and identiv the main areas of concern. We also outline what questions need 
to be asked in the study, but often still l a v e  the writing of the actual usability script to 
the contractor, Since we've k e n  hired, more evaluation methods are used, in addition 
to lab smdies, and the lab studies are used more judiciously- Sorne business owners 
used to use the lab studies to justiw designs or to predict acceptance, rather than to 
identiQ problems. We also run studies ourselves, and some staff write their own 
scripts, but most of the studies are still rnoderated by a contractor. 

E My typical severity scale is a 3 point scale with major (retum product, can't 
conduct important tasks, must be fixed), moderate (interfere with ability to use product, 
can't conduct less important tasks, may not return product but interfere with using it, 
should be fixed), and minor (Can still perform tasks but frustrating and irritating or 
better design choices, address if possible). Typically would conduct a 1 hour interview 
with the design team to prompt them in capturing issues that can be addressed in testing 
and to understand design rational and alternative design choices being considered . 
Typicaily would review test plan with designers to ensure issues are being captured 
suffrciently. Typically wouid not require involve an assistant. TypicaIIy would 
videotape sessions to capture data that may be missed in recording, to assist in the 
presentation of the results and to allow designers the opportunity to view a sample of 
sessions. Typically would invite designers to view sessions. 

F Al1 of Our usability testing is done on projects being developed internalIy - we do 
not offer usability testing for extemal clients. Because of this, much of our testing is 
done less formally witli a general results report. 
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Appendix J: Post Test Questionnaire, How realistic was this test? 

Compared ta yow nomal usabiIit)~ testing, Izaw realistic was tlzk test in ternzs of size 
an m u r e  of the prajecr, and the request of the design team? 

A This project was very representative in terms of size and scope to our daiIy 
work. 

B The diaIog box interface usability testing (as compared to Our normal usability 
testing) was realistic in terms of size, nature of the project, and the request of the 
design team. 

C This test was quite i-distic but as I've said, 1 wouId have a better idea of the 
design intent and constraints. 1 would also have a better idea of what should or should 
not be working in the load and when 1 made recommendations, I would know how far t 
could go in terms of recommending re-designs. 

D In some ways, this project was larger than most we do. In our regular work, we 
often evaluate products that are the equivalent of 1-2 web pages or simply the wording 
in one area of a web page. Although in our regular work, we also evaluate products 
that are much, much larger than mis one was. Sorne of the products we are working on 
include cornpiete on-Iine courses or sophisticated software that run the equivalent of 20- 
30 web pages with a lot of interactive software andfor interactions with Our database. 
For the junior staff person who did most of the work, this was a much larger product 
than he normally deals with. One of the biggest differences was the lack of contact with 
the business owner. We always work with a business owner and can ask questions like 
"what is the ultirnate purpose of this product" or " what are your usage goals". We 
never work on a product without a meeting with the business owners first. This study 
was more like something a contractor rnight have to do, than an in-house usabiIity staff 
such as ours. The product itself was unlike any that we work on, as we do not normally 
evaluate Windows products. On the other hand, the prototype was a product that we 
were al1 familiar with as Windows users. 

E This would be considered a smaller project cornpared to rny typical usability 
tests. The opportunity to discuss issues with the designers which did not occur in ttiis 
project would have expanded the test to be more in Iine with my usual usability tests. 
That is, 1 would have taken this opportunity to expand the scope of the project, perhaps 
by comparing design alternatives or comparing to cornpetitor openhave designs. 1 did 
expand the scope of the project to address issues that were not specified in the list of 
issues presented by designers but which 1 thought wouId be useful to designers (Le. 
feature evaluation. first impressions, situational evaluation) because that is what I would 
have done in this situation. I would have went further if 1 had had the opporninity to 
discuss the test with designers- 

F Most of our testing is done on web interfaces, not PC applications. Our testing 
is done most of the time with specific users more retated to the application. 




